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Wise DVD To AVI Converter is an easy to use and powerful software - DVD decoder that
combines the great picture and sound with full featured DVD navigation that includes

Tip:DVD CSS Decryption:

The CSS (Content Scrambling System) is the encryption method used in commercial DVD
production to prevent DVD data from being copied. The sole purpose of the CSS is to protect
copyrights by preventing the pirating of DVDs. The CSS decryption, called DeCSS (De-
Content Scrambling System) is an algorithm that can be used to decrypt a commercially-
produced DVD, allowing it to be unlocked then copied.

Key Feature

Convert DVD movies to AVI format.

Convert DVD movies to Divx format.

Convert VOB,MPEG to AVI or Divx.

DVD Caption Stream Choose.

DVD Audios and Languages Stream Choose.

DVD Vedio and Languages Stream Choose.

Crop option function support trim the output picture size cater to your special taste
(only one in the world).

Support rip CSS DVD to avi-divx-xvid video format.

Special Features

Powerful capability:Supports directly rip DVD to DivX, DVD to XviD, DVD to AVI etc
video formats. Ripping CSS(Content Scrambling System) protected DVD movies.
Removes region protection(Region-free) and Macrovision Protection.

Easy to use Only:one step to furnish tasks,setting panel lets you choose subtitle/audio
track,output type,and Crop option for each task all in the friendly panel,special
function cater to your special taste.
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Incredible Output Quality: Built-in strongest encoding engine ensure output excellent
image/sound quality and smaller file size. Always keep Audio/Video synchronization.

Flexibility Scale option specified different output format for each task. Converts entire
movie, not only converts each chapter to an individual file (traditional function) but
also converts episode, which adjust to you, Convert any part or any chapter of the
movie. Remove unwanted subtitles and audio tracks. you can see which part of the
movie is being processed in the previewing window.

Super fast conversion speed Wise DVD To AVI Converter marked with highly concert
speed, thanks to Built-in strongest encoding engine.

System Requirements

Designed for Windows XP, 98, Me and 2000. Windows Vista
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